A projective plane has characteristic three if in every ternaryring coordinatizing it all elements # 0 of the additive loop have order 3 . We show that if a finite plane of characteristic three is coordinatized by a near-field, then the plane is desarguesian.
Introduction
Lombardo-Rad ice [7J has defined a projective plane ir to have characteristic m , m a positive integer, if in every ternary ring coordinatizing w all elements of the additive loop except the identity C have the same order m . The only known finite planes with characteristic are the desarguesian ones. It has been conjectured that there are no others. This has been proved only of the case m = 2 (Gleason [3] ).
The case m = 3 has been investigated by Keedwe)I [5, 62, Lombardo-Radice [7, 8 ] The idea of the proof is as follows. Every near-field, except the seven exceptional ones, is a generalized Andre system. Using this fact we are able to prove (Theorem A) that if a near-field satisfies
then it is a field. We then show (Theorem B) that this identity is Proof. We remark that for a l l y i Q , y + y + y = 0 or y + y = -y . We assume now that Q has dimension r > 1 over GF(3) ; t h a t i s , IT has order 3 r , r > 1 . We need only prove the theorem for 
